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ARGENTINA IN ESSENCE
I

n favour of carrying on the artistic career of
Argentina in the best the way, from LP Flamenco we are devoted to open a collaboration line
with national and international booking agencies,
concerts halls, as well as theatres, also with
world music festivals around the Planet, with
flamenco festivals which definitely want to link
their Brand to the one of a unique artist. She
was born to be artist and she is getting achievements within the reach of very few. Argentina is a
reality of our art, of the flamenco music, of Spanish music. Actually, she has got a solid career
supported by great triumphs in the best stages
and festivals around the country, of course with
serious international impact. As evidence, the
success she gained in the Oslo Music Festival
2013, one of the best festivals of world music in
Europe, her successful presentation in New York
in 2014, as well as in Walt Disney Concert Hall in
Los Ángeles with the Phil directed by Gustavo
Dudamel, also in the Flamenco Ferstival in Lis-

boa in 2015 and especially the two nominations
to the Latin Grammy Awards in 2013 and 2015
thanks to her works “Un Viaje por el Cante” and
“Sinergia” in Las Vegas (EEUU), which were widely commended by the press and public. Those
records were a turning point in her career, since
they are works any artist could dream about. Her
strength, success and youth linked to the clean
and lovely image she projects in her media interventions, turn her into a public artist and a celebrity with the best characteristics to be part of the
roster of the best booking agencies of the world.

A

rgentina is a person of great values, sporty,
social supportive, culture lover and really
familiar. She is young and self-made woman who was born under the protection of a
normal Andalusian family. She is a tireless fighter
and versatile in music, starting from flamenco
where she is achieving respect and recognition
of her colleagues and reviews. Flamenco is the

starting point for other registers which makes and
will make her grow as an artist and person. Her
presence in stage leads us to the summun of art,
you cannot stop staring at her. She has the great
ability to transmit, with her voice, the lovely words
written by marvellous writers. This young artist is
technically perfect and she controls her voice in
an amazing natural way in each register, the color
of her voice is absolutely wonderful and it reaches your heart with strength, as you had never
experienced before. She is born to the world
with a noticeable universal character, and leaving
an emotional wake in each unforgettable concert
with a devoted public around the world who will
never forget her since her amazing art reaches
our hearts forever.

The history will carry on talking.

“GOD SAVE
THE QUEEN“
VAVEL.COM
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he life of Argentina María López Tristancho,
artistically known as Argentina, has completely changed since summer 2006, when
this young singer from Huelva (Huelva –Andalusia-Spain/ June 1984) achieved her dream to
publish her first disc. The artistic name is personal, inherited from her paternal grandmother.
Very few recording debuts are reminded with
such an impact in a Flamenco artist , however
it seems that this time talent and lucky have
accompanied this young artist, who is living a
sweet moment since, from that moment on, the
facts have supported her excellent beginning:
her works deserved the Review to the Best disco
of “Cante Revelación” Award. At the same time
she achieved top positions in the most important
radios of Andalusian music: number 1 in Radiolé
and Canal Fiesta in several occasions and reedition of the disc with remixed singles to celebrate
the welcome. Her TV appearances in “La Noche
de Quintero” or in “Bienaventurados” of María Jiménez have endorsed that success, also her live
recordings for “Radio 3” concerts. In the meantime, Argentina shows she is not only singer of a
disc, but she also is successful in her live appearances and in really important stages such as

“Festival de Cajón” and “Las Fiestas de la Mercé” in Barcelona, in the Bienal Málaga , flamenco
festival “Pa`tos” in Madrid or her concerts in
Huelva, Seville or Zaragoza. Far away, though
close in time, there are her numerous performances in Andalusian clubs and her training stage
in “Cristina Heeren” foundation. Performances where Argentina has grown professionally,
waiting for her opportunity that happily came to
her. In 2008 we have to highlight, among others,
great hits obtained in Madrid in “Veranos de la
Villa” a festival held in the incomparable frame
of Sabatini Gardens, in the Falla Grand Theatre
(Cádiz) and in the Great Week Bilbao.

A

t the beginning of 2009 she went on a
successful tour around Valladolid (Café
España), Barakaldo (Barakaldo Theatre),
Burgos (Principal Theatre), Vitoria (Centro Cívico),
Granada ( Alhambra Theatre). On the 24th April
she receives “FLAMENCO- ACTIVO CIUDAD DE
ÚBEDA” 8th NATIONAL AWARD, a really important prize in the Flamenco world only for the
most prominent artist acting in the AUDITORIO
DE ÚBEDA between years 2006/2008.TORIO DE
ÚBEDA entre los años 2006/2008.
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On the 19th June she acts in a marvellous Iberian
meeting in “Patio de la Diputación de Sevilla” together with the Portuguese Teresa Salgueiro. On the
20th June she acts in Alfredo Kraus auditorium in
Las Palmas de Gran Canarias closing the “Festival
Arrecife de las Músicas”. On the 27th of June she
steps on the prestigious stage of “Festival Flamenco
Joaquín el de la Paula” for the first time, in Alcalá de
Guadaira (Sevilla). In July she visits Ceuta, specifically on the 3rd of July, a festival which has existed for
a long time. On the 9th of July she acts for the first
time in France in Mont de Marsan, one of the best
International Festival of Flamenco organised in the
world, with recognised prestige. Then, the concert
in Huelva within the space called “Música junto a la
Ría” in the “Colombinas” festivity. In the presence of
more than 4500 persons, Argentina conquered the
public of her land who were cheering her enthusiastically. She was accompanied by eleven musicians
on stage. The people standing up clapping what was
a great success. 2009 summer is an endless amount
of concerts of our protagonist which bring closer to
the public. Her name is becoming more and more
important. In the end of 2009 the great news of the
year for Argentina: on the 20th December her second disc “Las Minas de Egipto” comes out on the
market. The public appearance took place in Seville
in “Teatro Quintero” days before with great impact.
Immediately after, Argentina receives the news she
has been awarded “EL PREMIO EL PÚBLICO DE
FLAMENCO 2010 thanks to her trajectory and consolidation within her youth. Annual prestigious prizes
organised by “Canal Sur Radio”.
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2010

In
her improvements continue, the disc is
nominated to the best flamenco album by UFI (Independent Phonographic Union). She presents the
disc with excellent success in numerous places, for
instance in the Theatres of “Canal de Madrid” within
the “Festival Suma Flamenca”, in “Bienal de Flamenco de Sevilla”, in the Flamenco Festival of Almeria, in
Alcázar of Jerez de la Frontera, and of course in her
land, in Gran Teatro de Huelva.

2011

In
Argentina continues climbing in her career presenting a spectacle which is going to give
her a lot of joys. “Un Viaje por el Cante” gets such
a success in “Cánova” Theatre Málaga, Sabatini
Gardens in Madrid and Auditori de Barcelona that
she decides to take it to the recording studio. During
2011, among other concerts around the national
geography, she made her debut in South America,
representing Spain in the Latin American congress
of Culture celebrated in September in “Mar de Plata”
(Argentina). The complete success opens the doors
for her development in the American continent.

2012 was an important year for Argentina since she

was requested by the Spanish National Ballet as
guest artist to be part of the “Suite Sevilla” spectacle
which was played in the most relevant theatres and
auditoriums in Spain: “Palau de las Arts” Valencia,
“Teatro de la Zarzuela” Madrid, “Teatro Jovellanos”
Gijón, “Jardines de Sabatini” Madrid, “Teatro Calderón de Valladolid”, “Palacio Fibes “ sevilla,…
At the same time her career by herself was unstoppable with performances of the new disc, presen-

“DAMA DEL CANTE CON
MANDO EN PLAZA”
Miguel Angel Fernández
Director of flamencoradio.com

ted for the first time, in “Teatro Lope de Vega” Sevilla, “Teatro Cervantes” de Málaga, “Gran Teatro de
Córdoba, “Palacio de Festivales de Santander” …

2013

During
Argentina had extraordinary achievements in San Silvestre de Guzmán, Teatro Auditorio Roquetas de Mar de Almería, Teatro Lope de
Vega de Sevilla, Auditorio Palacio de Congresos de
Zaragoza, Auditorio de Cornellá de Llobregat, XXVII
Noche del Cante Jondo de Cerdanyola de Vallés en
Barcelona, Festival Torre del Cante de Alhaurín de
la Torre, Noche Blanca del Flamenco de Córdoba,
Festival de la Yerbabuena de Las Cabezas de San
Juan de Sevilla, Festival Arte Flamenco de Málaga,
Festival San Pedro de Alcántara, Festival Internacional Cante de las Minas de la Unión, Festival Cante
Grande de Puente Genil en Córdoba, Castillo de
Bellver de Palma de Mallorca, Fiestas de Lucena,
Fiesta de la Bulería de Jerez de la Frontera de Cádiz, Cata Flamenca de Montilla, Festival Flamenco
“Raíz de un Pueblo” de Sevilla, Alcalá de Guadaíra de Sevilla, Conil de la Frontera, Gran Teatro de
Cáceres, Teatro Jesús Quintero de Sevilla, Teatro
Isabel La Católica de Granada y Auditorio Nacional
de Madrid. Moreover her career overtook the national territory in 2013 presenting her spectacle in
Oslo and in the country which gives her the name,
ARinconada, Teatro Juan Rodríguez Romero de Dos
Hermanas, Iglesia San Esteban de Fuenlabrada. Her
prosperity and figure continue to be more and more
significant in the Flamenco world and 2014 began
with a considerable concert in Nimes (France).
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During those months, Argentina stepped on critical
sceneries. She conquered Madrid in an amazing
night closing down “Fiestas de San Isidro

2014”.

Then she triumphed in WOMAD Fuerteventura.
Some of the appointments apart from the mentioned
above are these: Palacio de Congresos Expomeloneras, Noche Flamenca de Campanario (Badajoz),
Festival Territorios de Sevilla, Festival Flamenco
Torre del Cante de Alhaurín de la Torre, Festival Veranos de la Villa de Madrid, Festival Flamenco Fiesta
de la Guitarra de Marchena (Sevilla) Fiestas Colombinas de Huelva, Auditorio del Berrocal (Huelva),
Palacio de Deportes de Benahavís (Málaga) Festival
Flamenco Flamencazorla de Cazorla (Jaén), Festival
Flamenco de Almería, Fiestas de la Merce de Barcelona. In the end of 2014 she makes public another
of her powerful works titled “Sinergia”. It was recorded live totally in the theatres “Isabel La Católica”
Granada and “Lope de Vega” Sevilla, a very brave
challenge of the artist which gets the best compliments.

2015 is another essential year in the career of Ar-

gentina since, in September, she gets the second
consecutive nomination to the Grammy Awards
thanks to her disc “Sinergia”. Among others she
achieves great successes in Teatro Romea de Murcia, Teatro de Parets del Vallés, Teatro Juan Bernabé
de Lebrija, Teatro Gutierrez de Alba de Alcalá de
Guadaira, Auditorio Hospital de Santiago de Úbeda (Jaen), Auditorio de Huesca, Auditorio Maestro
Padilla de
Almería, Auditorio de Zaragoza, Walt Disney Concert

Hall de Los Ángeles, Teatro Palacio de la
Audiencia de Soria, Teatro Principal de Andújar,
Auditorio Los del Río de Dos Hermanas, Festival Al
Gurugú de Arahal (Sevilla), Auditorio Recinto Ferial
de Badajoz, Plaza de Toros de Guillena, Festival
Utrera Suena, Festival Veranos de la Villa de Madrid,
Festival de Música de
Segovia, Festival Flamenco de Alcaucín (Málaga),
Festival Cuevas de Nerja, Teatro Cervantes de
Linares, Festival Flamenco de Porcuna, Real Alcázar
de Sevilla, Auditorio Riberas del Guadaira,
Festival Flamenco de Campillos (Má- laga), Centro
Cultural de la Villa de San José de la
Rinconada, Teatro Juan Rodríguez Romero de Dos
Hermanas, Iglesia San Esteban de Fuenlabrada. In
the end of the year she receives “Uva Flamenca”
award from “Radio Cadena Ser Huelva”. 2012 summer, Argentina takes part in a big amount of Flamenco Festivals. As we say, in September 2012, her
third disc “Un Viaje por el Cante” is published so it
is taken to the recording studio after the astonishing
success of the spectacle of the same name.

Nominated artist to the
Latin Grammy Awards 2013/2015
and National Award of the
Flamenco Review 2012/2006.
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Launching date 6th de June 2006

El Árbol (Bulerías)
Las Palabras (Tangos-Rumba)
Se Lleva El Aire (Alegrías)
Cositas del Pasado (Soleá)
Comparable A Tu Hermosura
(Fandangos de Huelva)
6. Jirones de Tela (Tangos)
7. Guajira Marchenera
8. Se Me Perdió en Sevilla (Rumba)
9. Siguiriyas de Jerez
10. El Poeta, El Músico y El Pintor (Bulerías)
11. Se Me Perdió en Sevilla (Remezcla)

Launching date 20th December 2009

Siento que la Vida Pasa (Tangos)
Verás las Flores Nuevas (Bulerías)
Las Minas de Egipto (Soleá)
Cada Vez
Si te Dicen de Cai (Alegrías)
Suspiros da el Alma (Rumba)
Nana del Sueño
Entre Utrera y Jerez en Casa Vela (Bulerías)
Malagueña & Media Granaina de Don Antonio
Chacón
10. X Huelva (Fandangos)

Launching date 12th September 2012

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Barrio de la Trianá (Abandolaos)
Acordándome de Chano (Garrotín & Cantes del
Piyayo)
Malagueña de Baldomero Pacheco
La Aurora (Serrana)
Estación Jabugo - Galaroza - Fandangos Viva
Andújar – Caña & Polo
Milonga Argentina
Isla de León (Cantiñas)
Maleta de Levante (Murciana & Taranta de Linares)
Café de la Marina (Tientos y Tangos)
Los Serenos de Triana (Soleá de Triana & Bamberas)
Una Flor Blanca en el Pelo (Petenera)
La Viajera (Bulerías)
Toná grande y Cabal del Serna
Pasajeros en el Tiempo

GRAFIA
RECORDS

SINERGIA

Launching date 16th November 2014

CD: 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

María la Portuguesa y la Paquera Jerezana (Bulerías)
En vivas candelas ( Bulería por soleá)
La carrera (Granaína y media granaína)
Café de la Marina (Tientos y tangos)
Sierra de Armenia (Seguiriyas)
Barrio de la Triniá (Abandolaos)
Milonga Argentina
El callejón del agua (Bulerías)

CD: 2

A powerful singer whose honesty can
be noticed in all her different registers
and her knowledge, it is a pleasure to
listen to her singing tangos, seguiriyas, martinete, malagueñas, cantiñas,
fandangos, serrana, milonga
VAVEL.COM

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Romance de la Reína Mercedes (Bulerías)
Acordándome de Chano (Garrotín y cantes del Piyayo)
¡Ay, pena, penita, pena! (Copla)
Cuchillito de agonia (Copla)
Isla de León (Cantiñas)
Tango de las madres locas
La Aurora (Serranas)
Gruta de las maravillas (Fandangos)

DVD:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Acordándome de Chano (Garrotín y cantes del Piyayo)
La Aurora (Serranas)
Milonga Argentina
En vivas candelas ( Bulería por soleá)
Café de la Marina (Tientos y tangos)
La carrera (Granaína y media granaína)
Barrio de la Triniá (Abandolaos)
Sierra de Armenia (Seguiriyas)
¡Ay, pena, penita, pena! (Copla) con Pepe Roca
Cuchillito de agonia (Copla)
Isla de León (Cantiñas)
El callejón del agua (Bulerías)
Tango de las madres locas
María la Portuguesa y la Paquera Jerezana (Bulerías)
Romance de la Reína Mercedes (Bulerías) con Marina Heredia
Gruta de las maravillas (Fandangos)

SYNOPSIS

I

n “Sinergia” Argentina presents a selection
of her work in live “Un Viaje por el Cante”
(Rosevil 2012), of 9 of unpublished “cantes” , talking about recordings, as well as
other pieces of music in which she includes
“copla, canción” and collaborations of her
respected Pepe Roca and Marina Heredia.
“Un viaje por el Cante “ is an amazing achievement , nominated to the Latin Grammy
Awards 2013 apart from being highly praised by the national flamenco review giving
her “Premio Flamenco Hoy” to the Best
disc of Cante 2012.
This singer from Huelva is not only an idol
in Flamenco but also one of the most solid bastion in the recovery of the historical
memory of the Cante, since her emphatic
voice recovers the heritage and charming
of the past, turning into new the old. She
goes right and resists the “envite” of eternal
Paquera, shinning and feeling the “crujío”.
Sinergia, thus, was the title given by the
flamenco review, the performance of a lady
of the cante with authority in the plaza, an
unavoidable voice for flamenco nowadays
and essential for the memory of the past.
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SINERGIA
UN VIAJE POR EL CANTE
LOS VIENTOS QUE AQUÍ ME TRAEN
ARGENTINA EN CONCIERTO
“VIVOZ”
ARGENTINA LE CANTA A FALLA
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SINERGIA
Album nominated Latin Grammy Awards 2015

Synopsis
Sinergia (from greek “cooperación”) literally means working in team.
It is a term coined by the designer, architect, visionary and inventor
Richard Buckminster Fuller, referring to the phenomenon in which the
effect of the influence or work of two or more agents acting together
is better than the simple sum of its parts. The spectacle Argentina
Nominated to the Latin Grammy 2013 and National Award of the
Critics twice over, presents SINERGIA, a spectacle where we see her
fully free, we find her totally committed to the art. Argentina in essence
experiences a transformation in stage that worthy of being seen by
everybody. She was born to be an artist, and she is constantly searching for that natural habitat which supports her existence.
Synopsys of the disc: we are facing two unique live concerts of Argentina in two historical theatres of art: “Teatro Lope de Vega” and “Teatro
Isabel la Católica”. Colour and air in Seville together with Granada’s
strength are combined in the young singer in the same way, which
awakes in the spectator emotions and feelings indescribable, in both
of the two theatres, completely full of life. Construction pillars in the
monuments of Seville and Granada are as important in those cities as
the pillar of performing live in Argentina’s working career.
Acting live is for Argentina the central motivation for life, and then her
way to communicate, express and interact with world, naked as she
came along. She is at the forefront in each opportunity she provokes,

SINERGIA
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where she feels free, artist and singer…
Transformation of human being can be observed in many occasions,
Argentina´s transformation can be seen and felt on the stage, when
she comes into direct contact with her piped music of her existence,
people listen to her and she conquers everybody´s heart.
Direct connection with public, that’s wonderful for art!!! Argentina in
live is an experience, an untold experience, you have to live it… in
Sinergia, Argentina presents a selection of her work “Un Viaje por el
Cante” in live (published in September 2012), she also presents 9
of unpublished “cantes” , talking about recordings, as well as other
pieces of music in which she includes “copla, canción” and collaborations of her respected Pepe Roca and Marina Heredia. “Un viaje por el
Cante “ is an amazing achievement , nominated to the Latin Grammy
Awards 2013 apart from being highly praised by the National Flamenco review giving her “Premio Flamenco Hoy” to the Best disc of
Cante 2012.

The concerts were recorded on the 26th of February 2013 in “Teatro
Lope de Vega” Seville and 8th December 2013 in “Teatro Isabel la
Católica” Granada. Moreover, it can be found in the disc a bonus track
form another really important concert in the career of Argentina, that is
to say “María de las Mercedes” “la copla por bulerías” she masterfully
performed closing “Fiestas de San Isidro” in Plaza Mayor on the 18th
May 2014.

SinerSinergia in the “Festival Cuevas de Nerja” 15th August 2015. | Foto Copyright LP Flamenco by LMBR

ARTISTIC STAFF

Argentina
José Quevedo “Bolita” | Guitarrist
Eugenio Iglesias | Guitarrist
Jesús Lavilla | Pianist
Torombo | Palmas y jaleos
Diego Montoya | Palmas y jaleos
Los Mellis (2) | chorus and y palmas
José Carlos Roca | Cello
José Carrasco | Percussion

TECHNICAL STAFF

Félix Vázquez | Técnico de sonido
Antonio Valiente | Técnico de luces
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UN VIAJE
POR EL CANTE
Synopsys
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We are facing the third record of Argentina, a work born natural. She
invites us to make Un viaje por el Cante, a tour around the variety
of flamenco cantes, some of them now in disuse and others assiduously interpreted. Everything surrounded by a magic atmosphere
of traditional flamenco, ancient sounds, with the dedication and total
respect of a singer towards the art she feels thrilled, at the service of
the everyone. It is a successful disc which surprised the fans and the
flamenco review. There is a before and an after in Argentina´s career
with this disc.

Latin GRAMMY
MEJOR ALBUM FLAMENCO
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““Un viaje por el Cante” is one of the most important artistic challenges in the recent years of
flamenco, which puts Argentina at the top as a
great figure.”
Pablo San Nicasio
Deflamenco.com
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Latin GRAMMY
MEJOR ALBUM FLAMENCO
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Disco Nominado Latin Grammy Awards
2013

ARTISTIC TEAM
Argentina
José Quevedo “Bolita” | Guitarrist
Eugenio Iglesias | Guitarrist
Torombo | Palmas y jaleos
Los Mellis (2) | Chorus y palmas
José Carrasco | Percussion
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LOS VIENTOS QUE
AQUÍ ME TRAEN
Synopsys
Argentina arrives, stops, has a brief look, sits down… she quietly
gazes around and enjoys the moment remembering each second
since, in 2006 her first disc, “Argentina”, was published. In 2009 “las
Minas de Egipto”, in 2012 “Un Viaje por el Cante” and recently “Sinergia”. She is responsible to the genre, committed to her art. Looking
aside, she sees the same partners from the beginning of the journey,
they make her smile, they have got complicity. The night is ideal and
Ceuta smells summer, art, the magic and majestic space envelops us.
The guitar begins its firsts chords, she can not stop, since she is again
in contact with the divinity of being in front of the public. Argentina
comes, as usual, to entrust, from the bottom of the heart since she
left Huelva, the land of her birth. “Viva Huelva!, Viva el Arte!”

S QUE AQUI ME TRAEN
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ARTÍSTIC FILE
Argentina
José Quevedo “Bolita” | Guitarrist
Eugenio Iglesias | Guitarrist
Torombo | Palmas y jaleos
Los Mellis (2) | Chorus y palmas
José Carrasco | Percussion
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ARGENTINA EN
CONCIERTO
Synopsys

Argentina offers the best of her traditional
flamenco repertoire, always in constant evolution, with astonishing strength and dynamism,
magic and excitement when she interprets it ,
with extremely high quality. One of a kind artist
who makes an unforgettable impression in
each concert, with a devoted public in any stage in the world, an universal artist for the world
and the history of the music

ARTISTIC FILE
Argentina
José Quevedo “Bolita” | Guitarrist
Los Mellis (2) | Chorus and palmas
José Carrasco | Percussion
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VIVOZ
Synopsys

Argentina accompanied by her inseparable
guitarist José Quevedo Bolita provides a really
special repertoire worthy of being listened and
felt by the music lovers , by the world. “VIVOZ”
is Argentina alive voice, moving with the superb
touch of the master of the guitar José Quevedo
“Bolita”.

ARTISTIC FILE
Argentina
José Quevedo “Bolita” | Guitarrist

AMOR BRUJO
SIETE CANCIONES POPULARES

sings to
Manuel de Falla
Synopsys
Falla is a constant fantasy, born to create indescribable emotions in human being .With
his work he was and he will be able “insaecula saeculorum”, to gather the wonderful
energy of our planet to adore his legacy. His written music is magic, art itself, his music
talks, his language is universal, his compositions can be caressed, and his divine conception is beyond the scope of words. Andalusian who was moved with the “jondo”, with
flamenco, of course!. Intelligent! Sensitive! He felt the greatness of Flamenco. From our
point of view he created “la oda” to the Andalusian music in the stave, the particularity to
the Andalusian region. Thanks to life he created “El Amor Brujo”…………….., Andalusia,
beauty, originality, strength and much more… art.
Argentina is Falla’s voice as the director Michael Thomas said in the first rehearsal they
met and he listened to her very closed. Time stood still, it was really emotional.
She naturally owns what Falla was searching for. Argentina feels great singing and performing the pieces of the master, as if he was inspired by her. She enjoys the work and
makes the public enjoy it also. She feels it in her own skin and in her heart, she is moved
all over again. We have lived this closely in wonderful stages and we want the whole
world to see her, to listen to her to feel her, something unique…. Falla &Argentina.

le canta a Manuel de Falla

THE STORY OF ARGENTINA
WITH THE MUSIC OF
THE GENIUS MANUEL DE FALLA

Orquesta Filarmónica de Los Ángeles
(EEUU) dirigida por el maestro Gustavo
Dudamel
21,22, 23 y 24 Mayo de 2015 en el Walt Disney
Concert Hall de Los Ángeles (EEUU)
www.laphil.com

sings to Manuel de Falla.

le canta a Manuel de Falla

HISTORIA DE ARGENTINA
CON LA MÚSICA DEL GENIO
DON MANUEL DE FALLA
Orquesta Sinfónica Ciudad de Almería (España) dirigida por el
maestro Michael Thomas
Mayo de 2015 en el Auditorio Maestro Padilla de Almería (España)
www.ocal.es

Orquesta Sinfónica Reino de Aragón, Huesca (España) dirigida
por el maestro Ricardo Casero
Mayo de 2015
Auditorio Palacio de Congresos de Huesca (España)
Auditorio de Zaragoza - Sala principal Mozart de Zaragoza (España)
www.orquestareinodearagon.com

le canta a Manuel de Falla

VIDEOS

Argentina dirigida por Gustavo Dudamel en el
Walt Disney Concert Hall de Los Ángeles

le canta a Manuel de Falla

Argentina en Casa de Manuel de Falla en Alta
Gracia (Argentina)

PRESS

With the “Sinergia” of Argentina Flamenco grows.

”Sinergia” is the confirmation of the categorical, the power of the consecration of an artist with a
complete dedication, who refines herself even in the minimum details and who has been evolving till
coining the money of her self-worth.
With this work, Argentina demonstrates that loving what you do is a way to grow, so that she shows
why she is already part of the process of growing of flamenco”.
Manuel Martín Martín / El Mundo Journal 17/01/201
“Un Viaje por el Cante” is among the three best discs of women’s cante flamenco of the three lasts
decades.
Jacinto González / AIREFLAMENCO.COM
“Argentina conquers Walt Disney Concert Hall in Los Ángeles with “Flamenco & Falla directed by
Gustavo Dudamel”.
Huelva Información Journal.
“Unavoidable singer for Flamenco nowadays”.
Silvia Calado / globalflamenco.com
“Argentina rejuvenates flamenco in her concert”
Diario Sur - Málaga
“Lady of the singing with authority in the “Plaza”
Miguel Ángel Fernández/ Director FLAMENCORADIO.COM in Canal Sur.

PRESS

“Argentina reigns in Valdepeñas”.

The imperial figure of Argentina arrived last Saturday to the 36th Festival of Arte Flamenco of Valdepeñas in order to emerge absolute triumphant in a battle which was looked forward to by organization and public long time ago.”
El Eco de Valdepeñas journal.
“To talk about the excellent moment of Argentina is recognising her career, admitting her evolution
and being indisputably conquered by her art, the openness and variety of her repertoire together
with a perfect elegant staging. Still today it is surprising the unstoppable increase which has leaded
Argentina to put herself among the greatest contemporary models of cante flamenco and in a prestigious artist. Decidedly the general recognition came with her third disc “Un Viaje por el cante” where
the singer produces a personal discourse absolutely brilliant. Perfect.”
Josema Polo / Flamenco Activo Collective

The emotion and voice of Argentina lead the Festival Flamenco de Lisboa 2015.
Diario lusonoticias.com
“This disc, like live appearances of her singer, is a balm for the soul, a real discharge of positive energy, which we really need.”
Juan Vergillos / Diario de Sevilla

“It is already an essential moment for the history of flamenco, Argentina is increasing it.”
Jaci González / Aireflamenco.com

PRESS

A powerful singer whose honesty can be noticed in all her different registers and her knowledge, it is
a pleasure to listen to her singing tangos, seguiriyas, martinete, malagueñas, cantiñas, fandangos,
serrana, milonga…..Sinergia, god save the queen….
vavel.com
“Congratulations to Argentina for this insuperable flamenco work and coplas of an everlasting repertoire”.
jondoweb.com
“Argentina the honesty of the cante”. To talk about argentina is to recognise her career, admit her
improvement and inevitably surrender to her art.
Sara Arguijo / Deflamenco.com
In the opening of “20 Viernes Flamencos 2015” of Barakaldo theatre, there was a respectable mixed
and expert public who was delighted with the performance of Argentina. Argentina María López
Tristancho showed an amazing power from the beginning, standing, singing trilla and martinete, with
plenty of faculties and rhythm. She also performed the “serrana” titled “la aurora” full of spontaneous
“olés” from a touched public, and she sang the “Bulerías” by “soleá” with emphasis. As Argentina,
who felt at ease said, “To get interested in flamenco you must see live”. You must live that truth,
which takes you to the edge, of “cantes festeros” which make you laugh, dance, even cry with “la
soleá”, “la seguiriya”, “los martinetes”. “Las alegrías de Cádiz” had a lot of class, “las bulerías” were
excepcionally recreated, and in the encore she marvelled again with an “acoplada” and contemporary “María La Portuguesa”, also sung standing, and the closing with the requested fandangos de
Huelva.
Oscar Cubillo / El Correo Journal (Bilbao).
“Un Vi “Un Viaje por el Cante is an amazing work which sets the basis for the consolidation as one of
the most solid voices of flamenco currently”.
Paco Valiente / LOS SONIDOS DEL PLANETA AZUL

PRENSA

Septiembre 2007
“Her performance in “Plaza de la Catedral” of Barcelona in front of 4000 persons has definitely strengthened my opinion we are facing an artist who is in the way to becoming first figure of the cante.”
Ramón Rodó / LA VANGUARDIA Journal.
“Argentina left charged with “palmas” by “bulerías”of Sevilla. The traveller who arrived was not the
same person who left. She has got the heroicity to relate with her heart what she has heard from
distinguished Andalusian”.
Manuel Martín Martín / EL MUNDO Journal
“Un Viaje por el Cante is an anthology of styles worthy of being listened by the sensible people.”
Manuel Ríos Ruiz / DIARIO DE JEREZ
“Un Viaje por el Cante is one of the more important artistic bets of the recent years of flamenco which
sets Argentina as a huge singing star”.
Pablo San Nicasio / DEFLAMENCO.COM
“The singer from Huelva went back to the times when a voice was enough to fill up a theatre”.
Silvia Calado / FLAMENCO.WORLD.COM
“Something is happening with Argentina. It is unusual such a young woman arouses curiosity and invokes the great public attention. Yesterday night she highlighted that her figure is becoming more and
more important.”
Fernando Neira / EL PAÍS Journal.

PRESS

“Her journey is an encyclopaedia and her art a factory of emotions. I don´t know about flamenco but
about feeling and enjoying oneself. To see and to listen to Argentina ensures it.”
REVISTA GODOT
“Where has Argentina emerged such a depth from? She leads us, the old fans, along paths not taken,
and her steps ring discovery and coolness. Which enchantment is this that when she sings the old it
tastes new?”.
Miguel Ángel Fernández
Director FLAMENCORADIO.COM CANAL SUR Director.
“Argentina is an architect, even demiurge. From her mouth, the voice comes out with golden perspective with forms, figures and colors… Her “quejío” is a cathedral to be connected with spirituality”.
REVISTA GODOT
“Argentina, a sublime journey though the time. The singer displays in the “cantes” in disuse during her
three consecutive performances in Madrid”.
César Cubero / OCIOGAY.COM
““Surprising release of Argentina who gets away from usual productions today in order to present a
journey through the traditional flamenco “cante”
DIARIOFOLK.COM
“Argentina made an extraordinary effort in a long night and in a daring and risky performance in
which she sang more than twelve “palos” in long and challenging “cantes” where the artist gave
everything in order to please everybody. Her knowledge about “cantes” is breathtaking, a surprisingly
encyclopaedic woman taking into account her youth. Argentina has got a flood of talent, lovely voice
and spectacular strength. “
Pablo García Mancha / La Rioja Journal

PRESS

“Well carried out the “Viaje por el Cante” of Argentina in Madrid: scenography, didactic multimedia….
excellent cante”.
DEFLAMENCO.COM

“Argentina, Flamenco Cum Laude. She has got a doctorate in flamenco and last night she won cum
laude in Seville”.
Sara Arguijo / CORDOBAFLAMENCA.COM
“Ovations difficult to forget for Argentina in Córdoba”.
CORDOBAFLAMENCA.COM

“Admiration for a disc which enhances flamenco”.
Antonio Nieto / JONDOWEB

“Argentina culminated succesfully “Un Viaje por el Cante””.
Manuel Bohórquez / CORREO DE ANDALUCÍA

“Flamenco exaltation of Argentina in grand stlyle in Madrid showing “Un Viaje por el Cante”.
AIREFLAMENCO.COM

VIDEOS
TRAILER

FULL VIDEO

We introduce you the
TRAILER of SINERGIA
the new DISC and DVD
of the singer from Huelva
ARGENTINA.

Argentina interprets
María “La Portuguesa &
Paquera “La Jerezana”
in Lope de Vega Theatre
in Sevilla on the 26th of
February 2013.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

FULL VIDEO

FULL VIDEO

Argentina got a big success with this show “La
Copla al Calor del Cante”
en la Plaza Mayor of Madrid in St Isidro´s festivity
on the 18th of May 2014.

Jabugo- Galaroza station, “fandangos recorded in live in the “Gruta
de las Maravillas” of
Aracena in “Sierra de
Huelva”.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

VIDEOS
CINE DE
BARRIO

VIDEO
CANAL SUR (1)

Argentina presenting
her disc Sinergia in the
Spanish TV1 programme “Cine de Barrio” in
January 2015.

Interview and performance off Argentina in
Canal Sur in the programme Music of the
South broadcasted on
May the 19th.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

FULL VIDEO

FULL VIDEO

Argentina presents
“Malena”, the singer
explores the world of
TANGO.

Argentina interprets María
“La Portuguesa & Paquera “La Jerezana” (Bulerías) Lope de Vega Theatre of Seville on February
the 26th.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

VIDEOS
FULL VIDEO

FULL VIDEO

Argentina interprets
“María de las Mercedes”
(Bulerías) Plaza Mayor of
Madrid on May the 18th
2014.

Argentina interprets
“María de las Mercedes”
(Bulerías) Plaza Mayor of
Madrid on May the 18th
2014.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

PROMOTIONAL
VIDEO

MAKING OFF

Argentina Big Success in
Plaza Mayor of Madrid
closing St Isidro´s festivity
in 2014.
WATCH VIDEO

Video making of summary in the Plaza Mayor
of Madrid concert on
May the 18th.
WATCH VIDEO

VIDEOS
VIDEO
CANAL SUR (1)

VIDEO
CANAL SUR (2)

Interview and intervention of Argentina
in Canal Sur, in the
programme “Música
del Sur” broadcasted
on May the 19th.

Interview and intervention of Argentina
in Canal Sur, in the
programme “Música
del Sur” broadcasted
on May the 19th.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

VIDEOCLIP
Videoclip of the song
“Pasajeros en el tiempo” of the disc “UN
VIAJE POR EL CANTE”.
WATCH VIDEO

PROMOTIONAL
VIDEO
Argentina explains “cante” to “cante” her disc
“UN VIAJE POR EL CANTE”.
WATCH VIDEO

AWARDS
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Nominated to the Latin Grammy Awards 2015
.................................................................................................................
“Uva Flamenca 2015” award

Given by Cadena Ser Huelva.
.................................................................................................................

Nominated to the Latin Grammy Awards 2013
.................................................................................................................
Ciudad de Huelva 2013 Award

o the Identity of Huelva.
.................................................................................................................

National Award to the Flamenco Critics
“Flamenco Today” 2012

Best disc of “Cante” of “Un Viaje por el Cante”.
.................................................................................................................

22 Edition “Onubenses” of the year 2010.
Given by “Huelva Información” Journal;
music and dance category 2010.
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2006

“El Públlico flamencoradio.com 2009 Award.

Given by Canal Sur Radio.
.................................................................................................................

8 National Award “Flamenco Activo 2009”

City of Úbeda to Argentina.
.................................................................................................................

Flamenco Venencia to Cante 2008.

Given by “Mistela “ festival.
.................................................................................................................

“Gurumelo” Award. 2007

Village of Calañas (Huelva).
.................................................................................................................

National Award of Flamenco Critics
“Flamenco Today” 2006.
Best disc of revealing “cante” by Argentina.

ARTISTIC FILE

ARTISTIC
FILE
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José Quevedo García
“Bolita”
(Jerez, 1974) GUITAR PLAYER.

José Quevedo, also artistically known as El Bolita, began
to play for the dancing academy of Angelita Gómez and
in the Ballet Albarizuela, both of them in his place of birth.
Later, he moved to Madrid in order to work together with
artists such as, Joaquín Grilo, Belén
Fernández, Javier Barón, Beatriz Martín, Juan Ramírez,
Carmen Cortés, Antonio el Pipa, Manuel Soler o Juana
Amaya and many others. The list of flamenco singers he
has accompanied to is long and artists such as Rocío
Jurado, Tomasito , la familia Montoya, Gerardo Núñez,
Marina Heredia o Carmen Grilo are some of them. Apart
from partner of singers and dancers, he has been successful among reviewers and public as soloist and composer for flamenco spectacles, as in “¡¡¡Flamenco!!!” by
Ricardo Franco presented in Viena in 1996.

RTISTIC FILE
ARTISTIC
FILE

Eugenio Iglesias

(Talavera de la Reina, 1965) GUITAR PLAYER.
He was born in Talavera de la Reina, where his father was
also born, however when he was six years old his parents moved to Seville land of his mother, where he really
grows up. He is Miguel el Visco´s grandson, Melchor
de Marchena´s brother. He starts to study with Mr. Julio
Rodríguez for a while then with Mario Escudero. In his
trajectory he has accompanied great figures of flamenco such as Farruco, Manuela Carrasco, Angelita Vargas,
Chiquetete, La Susi, Carmelilla Montoya, Lole y Manuel,
Raimundo Amador and Cristina Hoyos…
Moreover he is a composer and he is devoted to it from
his childhood. Today, he accompanies Argentina in her
cante in the tours around Spain and he has collaborated
in the making-up of the play dedicated to Frida-khalo
released by Amador Rojas in 2008. Currently he presents
his new show Iglesias with his brothers Paco and Miguel
which releases in Seville Biennale 2012.

ARTISTIC FILE
ARTISTIC
FILE

Fco. José Suarez
“Torombo”

(Sevilla, 1976) “PALMAS” AND DANCE.
Francisco José Suarez “El Torombo” grows up among
flamenco singers in Seville and he began to dance when
he was seven years old. The nickname Torombo comes
from his master, the great Farruco and its meaning is
storm, downpour.
Throughout his career he has gone over several European, American and Asian countries, working together
with Juana Amaya, Belén Maya, Mario Maya, Farruquito,
Manuela Carrasco, La Susy, Tomatito y Potito.
Currently “Torombo” lives in Seville and he is devoted to
train young talents in his studioby means of his courses
“Despacito y a Compás”. Besides he is the director of
Ededart association whose objective is to integrate in
the society people with social exclusion risks. He helps
them to find out their abilities throughout art. So that
he carries out workshops to help the social inclusion in
Seville’s prison, educational workshops in schools and
awareness campaigns in neighbourhoods where crime
rates and drug addiction are high.

E
José Carrasco

(Seville, 1976) PERCUSSIONIST.

ARTISTIC
FILE

Lolo y Antonio Montes Saavedra
“Los Mellis“
(Huelva) CHOIR AND PALMAS.

José Carrasco Salazar was born into a family of artists in Seville. From
an early age he began to accompany to the greatest artists, so far worth
stressing: Antonio Canales, Manuela carrasco, Israel Galván, Javier Barón,
Eva Yerbabuena, Isabel Bayón, Rafael Campayo, Joaquin Grilo, La
Moneta ,Juana Amaya, Dorantes, Diego Amador, Esperanza Fernández,
Remedios Amaya, la Tana, Diego Carrasco, Fernando Terremoto, Argentina, Montse Corées, Tomatito, Miguel Ángel Cortes, Raimundo Amador,
etc.
He teaches courses and master class around the world, highlighting
courses in Mont-deMarsans. He is currently one of the most demanded
percussionists in the flamenco world, specially accompanying to dancers.

The Young brothers from Huelva Montes Saavedra, Lolo and Antonio, Los
Mellis, 80th generation, are two important musicians well known in flamenco world, more and more, making choirs and palmas with high precision
accompanying the greatest figures of cante who request them because
of their good work. On their own, at the same time, they are carrying out
a parallel career in the world of “aflamencada” music and flamenco itself.
With their group of the same name “Los Mellis” have performed with success in the Opera of Vienain 2014. Argentina has relied on them for many
years, at the beginning of their careers. The understanding is total.

TECHNIC FILE
STAFF

TÉCNICOS / PRODUCCIÓN
Luis Miguel Baeza

MANAGEMENT Y PRODUCCIÓN

Félix Vázquez

ARTISTAS
Argentina VOZ
José Quevedo “Bolita” GUITARRA

SONIDO PA Y COORDINACIÓN

Antonio Lucas Montes Saavedra PALMAS Y COROS

Antonio Valiente

Manuel Jesús Montes Saavedra PALMAS Y COROS

ILUMINACIÓN Y PROYECCIONES

José Carrasco PERCUSIÓN

TECHNIC FILE
TECHNIC
FILE

STAGE

STAGE

BACKLINE

TEXTILE FOR ENCLOSED STAGES

PERCUSSION

•

Djembé 18-20” with small support to play sitting (LP 636) or Gibraltar (2004 model).

•

Black Italian camera with 5 drops and 10
legs.
Minimal usable area: 10 (wide) and 8 (long)
The floor must be solid, homogeneous and
flat.

•

Black muslin or tulle.

•

White or grey tightened cyclorama for
projections.

ATREZZO & STAGE
FURNITURE
•

4 black chairs without armrest
(47 cm high approx.)

•

1 auxiliary table 30cmx 30cm with black
clothes. (35 cm high).

•

Umbrellas with anti-roll for sound and
lighting control and stage.
(for outdoors shows).

SOUND | VIDEO | LIGHTING

TECHNIC FILE

A) MICROPHONES

C) MONITORES

E) INTERCOM

According to channel lists:
All the microphones must have the same grip system
as feet. Feet must be all the same, mat and black. At
least 4 small feet and 1 high will be provided.

MONITOR CONTROL.
Digital control panel YAMAHA PM5D/ M7CL/DIGICO SD/
SOUNDCRAFT Vi. 1 AVALON VP 737.

•
•
•
•
•

B) PA
PA CONTROL.
Digital control panel YAMAHA PM5D/M7CL/DIGICO SD/
SOUNDCRAFTVi.
CD, Intercom, electricity and lighting control for the table
and racks.
Sound mixer has to be sitted in the sitting area in front
of stage, with good acoustic. Seats surrounding it won´t
be sold and have to be blocked or removed before the
show. 1 AVAON VP 737.
SPEAKERS PA
PA system; MEYER, NEXO(GEO-D), L-ACOUSTIC,
ELCTROVOICE, D&B or similar high range. The polar
diagram will be cardioid and whenever possible the equipment will be superscript.
In case of need of support as frontfill (UPM-1p) or delay
line (MEYER CQ1) will be provided.
*The power will be in keeping with the capacity of the
place and be able to supply 110 dB with a response in
frequency from 20 to 20.000Hz in its area of audience.
**Every additional system (frontfill, “delays”) will be connected to the mixer for matrix and it must have its own
graphic equalizer and delay.

SPEAKERS MONITORS.
4 Monitors of 10” MEYER / NEXO / L-ACOUSTIC, EAW
or similar with independent amplification.
3 Monitors of 15 or 12” “MEYER (UPA, CQ1, CQ2) /
NEXO (PS 15) / L- AUSTIC, or similar with independent
amplification. 1 Genelec 8030 on tripod.

1 for sound (PA control)
1 for sound (monitor control)
1 for lighting
1 for stage manager
1 for boss hall.

F) DISTRIBUTION PLAN OF STAGE
(ver al final de esta ficha técnica)

G) VIDEO

D) LIST OF CHANNELS
CHANNEL

INSTRUM.

MIC

PIE

1

Cajón

Shure Beta
58

Pequeño

2

Djembé

Akg 419

Grande

3

Djembé

Akg 112

Pequeño

4

Tom

Shure B98

5

Oh

Neumman
Km184

6

Plm1

Shure B57

Pequeño

7

Coro 1

Shure B58

Grande

8

Plm2

Shure B57

Pequeño

9

Coro 2

Shure B58

Grande

10

Guitarra 1

Neumman
Km 184

Pequeño

11

Voz Argentina

Neumman
Kms105

Mediano

•

1 projector of 10k-15k ANSI. Lumens placed in frontal bridge with angular optic.

•

1 shutter controlled from lighting mixer.

•

The company will use a MacBok Pro in order to
launch projections.

•

2 DI to take the sound to the mixer.

•

White cyclorama screen to cover the scenery background.

I) LIGHTS.

The responsible for the lights will send an updated list.

TECHNICAL STAFF
TECHNICAL STAFF
The technical staff serving the stage must wear
black clothes.

SOUND
•
•
•
•

Monitor technic.
PA technic and coordinator (company)
PA assistant, monitor and microphones for the assembly, sound proof and show.

LIGHTS AND VIDEOS
•
•

Illuminator and coordinator illuminator (from the
company).
3 technics for the assembly, sound proof and show.

WARDROBE
• Person who does the ironing (available 4 hours before
the spectacle).

CLEANING
• Necessary personal to do the cleaning of the stage
before the spectacle).

DRESSING ROOM
Identification labels will be provided for each dressing
room which will have key.
1 changing room for quick changes with full length mirror, light and chair placed near the access to the stage
or behind textiles if possible.
Changing room for exclusive use of the company, with
the possibility of locking and provided with:
Mirrors
Clean towels.
WC, toilets and showers with hot and cold water.
Racks to hang clothes.
Tables and chairs.
Electrical outlet.

ALLOCATION OF CHANGING ROOMS

1 for Argentina.
1 for the musicians.
1 for technical and production staff with access to the
Internet wifi.
Changing rooms have to be clean before the arrival of
the company to the theatre.

CATERING

(Operating 4 hours before the spectacle for 14 pax).
Provided with fresh fruit, pastries, sandwiches, hot sandwiches, varied portions, canapes, 2 Spanish omelette,

TECHNIC FILE
2 pies, 2 pasta salads, chocolate, still mineral water,
coffee, infusions, soft drinks, beer, red wine, whisky JB
or similar….
NOTE FOR PRESS DEPARTMENT.
It´s totally forbidden the access to the enclosure during
the assembly and testing of any audiovisual medium
without printed credentials signed by the person responsible for the media of the company.
All the duly accredited media will be able to record only
the two first musical pieces except for previous agreement. The organization will be provided with personal
devoted to the control of the press and they have to
coordinate themselves with the press contact of the
company.
Responsable: Luis Miguel Baeza

SECURITY

It won´t be allowed the access to any person external
to the company to the backstage. Security control is
requested during the event.
It is totally forbidden the access of any kind of recording
to the theatre and backstage without the permission of
the head of production of the company.
The hiring company is in charge of the full control of the
security responding economically to any incident with
the device of the company, whether robbery or damage.
Each changing room will be duly labelled with the name
of the artist who will use it. Moreover, every changing
room will have its own key.

NETWORK

www.argentinaweb.es

FACEBOOK

Argentina.Flamenco.Oficial

TWITTER

@ARGENTINAFLAMEN

INSTAGRAM

argentina_flamenco

SPOTIFY

play.spotify.com

YOUTUBE

Argentinacantaora

CONTACT
LP FLAMENCO founded in 2001, is a
company devoted to Flamenco, Music and
to the world of Art in general. We offer a
comprehensive service for a quality show. It
is essential for us to enjoy our job.

Luis Miguel
Baeza Romero
CEO de Lp Flamenco

lpflamenco.com
Adress
C/MARÍA DE ZAYAS 41, TRIGUEROS
HUELVA, ESPAÑA

MANAGEMENT
COMMUNICATION
FESTIVALS AND
EVENTS
RECORD LABEL
BOOKING
PRODUCTION
INFRACTUSTURE
EVENTS

Email

Phones

direccion@lpflamenco.com

+ 34 959 306 733
+ 34 619 900 439

